Do,or Die ,Mending on Deadly Climate_#1-Problem,#2-Solution,#3-Reaction.
The Explanation.
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#S1=the problem revealed:
Now I must tell you the deadly serious climate problem,
It is Die or DO !!!...........,however the salvation has been still possible.
It is not too late.
Once People had admitted the fact.they could do their best !!!.
There are

2 deadly problems and the solution need 3 tasks.

Q1:Have you heard 2℃rise treatment in Copenhagen 2009 Is deadly fake ??.
Q2:Have you heard Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk ??

Problem the 1st is this, 2℃rise treatment in Copenhagen 2009.
Q3;You may feel recent 5 years climate(with temperature rise 0.1℃,or more)

becomes wild and record breakings almost regions in the world !!!.
To tell from beginning, even mere 0.1℃ is terrible enough at now in global temperature.
It is the energy amount of hurricanes 400units.
Of course all the energy never become all the hurricanes.
May be 10 %,or more ,or less.
Then Imagine more 1℃ rise,..........It is ten times of 0.1℃.
Then how much hurricanes could be generated！！！,
By this simple calculation ,you can notice the deadly fake of the Copenhagen’s more 1℃
See APPENDIX1
This is the recent temperature trend line 0.02℃/years.Then 5 years become 0.1℃ rise.
The most recent years may be more than 0.1℃ rise.
See APPEND1X2
This is the deadly IPCC temperature projection,they never return stable one of at now.
Then 777true.net could show you recovering temperature curve at here.
Then note this curve become possible only by more than 80%CO2.cut
It is this strict fact WHY IPCC could not show you recovering curve.
Climate scientists are not engineer,but mere ordinal people on new energy technology
possibility !
It was too inconvenient fact to tell facts.

RIDICULOUS !!!!

IPCC scientists had made many serious mistakes in other field.
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf

Problem the 2nd is this, Arctic Methane Catarophe Risk !!!..
Unless Emergent Arctic Cooling, Methane Catastrophe would become fireball earth before
2050....AMEG & 777true.net.
Now Arctic Ice vanishing is on positive feedback.
Ice melt causes more sun heat input into ocean,which causes more ice melt.
The sea flor temperature rise would cause eruption of massive methane the strong GHG.
The picture(made by real climate org) tells whole the story of Methane Catastrophe.
This is ominous fireball sun,but this is nothing,but our earth of fireball at the final stage of
Methane catastrophe.
This is Arctic Ocean at now ,where weak,poor ice lid has been vanishing by Arctic warming.
Then note now is emergent time !!!.
This emergency is the most challenging ,and sensational fact in todays presentation.
Ice vanish increase sun heat inputs black ocean surface without ice,
which is to accelerate more ice vanish,thus sea water becomes warmer and warmer as time
goes on.This is called (albedo) feedback.
That is ,result enhance more cause.

This can never be stopped by natural actions!!!.
But but it is only possible man made engineering called Arctic Cooling .
IPCC never tell you this deadly serious process at now.
Only AMEG(Arctic Methane Emergency Group in UK) has been warning toward the world.
However most people has no ear to hear their serious warning on planetary emergency .
In ancient fact,Methane catastrophe caused twice global mass extinction of life on the earth.
Those are called Permian mass extinction and PETM mass extinction

#S2＝solution of #1:
This is Climate Mending Engineering,those are deadly problem Do or Die !!!
(1)More than 80%CO2 cut<non Carbon Energy>
Ⅰ:Wind(Marine Wave power)Turbine with H2 generation(org-hydride reserver).
Wind turbine is best performance ,if with hydrogen generation,it could be more best.
At now organic hydride reserving method may be best performance, because H2 energy
reserving and transportation becomes possible same as oil and gas usage.
http://www.hrein.jp/english/about%20organic%20hydride/index.htm
https://www.kankyo.metro.tokyo.jp/energy/tochi_energy_suishin/attachement/suisokaigi_03_P04.pdf

https://www.google.co.jp/search?q=hydro+power&espv=2&biw=1366&bih=635&tbm=isch&t
bo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ved=0CCYQsARqFQoTCMfX4dbO4cgCFeMppgod3tcKzg
Ⅱ:Solar Power. Solar Water Heater is effective !!＝note boiling water(bath) is highest
energy!!
Ⅲ:Hydro Power Generation & Geothermal Power Generation.
Ⅳ:Nuclear Power.→

APPENDIX-5

Ⅴ:Full effective using of flamable garbage,
Ⅴ:Energy Creation by Charge Density Wave(N.Tesla,Stanley Meyer !!)
The physical principle had revealed by QED &QGD,
See APPENDIX-6:Nations

towards a 100% Renewable Energy Society.

100% new energy had already become common sense for those who had known the
deadly climate reality. This is not radical opinion only by author..
Thereby ,as for non carbon energy engineering,author has rather optimistic view.
the other hand,problem the #2 is too serious at now !!!!
(2)Arctic Cooling Geo Engineering＝how to stop ice melt !!
Ⅰ:Summer Insolation cut by cloud generating by spreading CDNC(AMEG!!!!!).
Ⅱ:"1" dimensional Ice wall building by spreading sea water in sever cold winter
operation.
As for non carbon energy engineering,author has optimistic view.On the other hand,
Arctic Cooling is the most fatal engineering, which would destine our live or die !!!
while almost people has nothing concern.

See APPENDIX-4:

Left is insolation cut by cloud generating by spreading sea water salt becoming CN(cloud
nucleis).....Professor Stephen Salter UK.

Climate 'tech fixes' urged for Arctic methane 17 March 2012
http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-17400804
100 towers would be needed to counteract Arctic warming.However, no funding is currently
on the table for cloud-whitening. A proposal to build a prototype ship for about £20m found
no takers, and currently development work is limited to the lab.

Right is ice thickness increasing by spreading sea water in cold severe operation.
1 dimensional sea water spreading could reduce pumping units.
7000Km/100nations troops＝increasing and keeping ice wall of 70Km length/each nation.
*Arctic sea ice minimum extent 2012 was 3.4million square kilometers
The surrounding length might be about＝2π(3.4x10^6Km^2/π)^(1/2)～7000Km..
In fact,our final aim is keeping sea flor water temperature lower by keeping minimum ice
area in summer.
Then the length of surrounding could become really shorter to be realizable ?.
By anyhow this task must be emergently surveyed by engineers with Arctic experts who
know well at that place !!.

#S3＝reaction of #S2 solution:

die,or do＝Revolution from BUSINESS to
FREENESS !＝Downsizing Life Way!
System Design toward Global Climate Wartime Regime:
→climate science facts<especially emergency in Arctic Methane >.→ Trouble portions.
→Mending method<CO2cut & Arctic Cooling>.→Modification on life way of people !!

Ⅰ,Ⅱ:The mending method<Geo engineerings of CO2cut & Arctic Cooling>
Arctic Cooling has no direct influence on general people,but emergent global Arctic Cooling
operation is decisive.

Ⅲ:Modification on life way of people → emergent conversion to non-carbon energy
life with downsizing life way.
Following is target task for the time being.

Ⅳ:Only Global Wartime Declaration enables emergent and global Regime
Conversion from business as usual to Climate Wartime Regime.

Ⅴ:Only well-made Global Climate Wartime Plan by GHQ enables minimum
chaos in the conversion.
＊GHQ＝World General Head Quater <policy makers(commandants)with sub of
scientists,engineers,economists,military men etc>
Our fundamental tasks are diivideened to two.technical task and economics one.

Ⅰ,Ⅱ:The main Technical Tasks=｛Arctic Cooling & Non-Carbon Energy ｝.
This is nothing,but very heavy load for Economy Regime＝Big Wartime Cost !.

Ⅲ：The main Economics Task
=Peoples Life Assurance Economy with the load of Big Wartime Cost !.
＝By anyhow,we can eat !!,this is the best in climate wartime !!!
＊Big Wartime Cost ＝Big Business Demand !
＊downsizing life way＝New Culture Building＝New Business？X,Freeness Demand
it is not that only money can do,but enough free could somethings good.
＊Jobless needs→ shorten working time and salary toward
Sharing Works with Income →enough free time→ enabling many something good
<ever lasting Ramadan Festival！！>.→Massive Returning to Agliculture Age !!!

